ABSTRACT. We add commutativity to axioms defining mnesors and substitute a bitrop for the lattice. We show that it can be applied to relational database querying: set union, intersection and selection are redefined only from the mnesor addition and the granular multiplication. Union-compatibility is not required. Ted Codd (1923Codd ( -2003 
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of mnesors is here modified by assuming commutativity. We used for instance to consider the colomn tuple Our purpose is to find a mathematical model for information [1] [2] similar to abstract vectors. We first define a structure called a bitrop which plays the role of the field for vectors, and then we will define semimodules over bitrops. The resulting two-sorted structure forms an interesting linear algebra because it mixes properties of lattices (boolean for example) with properties of vectors: the addition of mnesors aggregates information and the external multiplication selects information.
We first define what we call a bitrop. A bitrop (unital property)
The absorption property is added:
For any mnesors € x, y , there exists a granular
Idempotence. The addition of mnesors is idempotent.
PROOF. Letting PROOF. Reflexivity (
Obviously transitivity.
The two orderings are equivalent, that is
PROOF.
( € ← ) We apply property (8). There exists Lattice.
) is a lattice.
PROOF. The addition and the multiplication of mnesors are commutative, associative, idempotent. Absorption laws hold:
III. EXAMPLES
Three of the operations of relational algebra can be expressed with mnesor addition and external multiplication. But here there's no need for union-compatibility. 
